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Figure S1. (a) High-resolution SEM images of bulky CNT bundles and (b) pores after freeze 

dried in the CNT fiber.
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Figure S2. Stress-strain curve of wet-spun CNT fiber. 

The mechanical properties of the fibers were measured using a Shimadzu tensile tester 

(EZ-S) at an extension rate of 2 mm/min. Samples were mounted on laser-cut aperture cards 

(1 cm length window) with commercial superglue and allowed to air dry.

Figure S3. SEM images of thicknesses of MnO2 layer grown on the CNT fiber with different 

deposition times: (a) 10 s, (b) 3 min, (c) 5 min, (d) 10 min, (e) 20 min, and (f) 60 min. 



Figure S4. Conductivities of MnO2-CNT composite fibers with different deposition times 

ranging from 10 s to 20 min. 

The electrical conductivity of the as-prepared CNT and CNT/MnO2 fibers has been 

measured under laboratory humidity and temperature conditions by an in-house linear four-

point probe cell. A linear four-point probe conductivity cell with uniform 2.54 mm probe 

spacing was employed to measure the conductivity of the fibers using a galvanostatic current 

source and a digital multimeter. The conductivity of the fiber was calculated using

                                                    
𝜎 =
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where σ (S/cm) is the electrical conductivity of the measuring fiber, d  (cm)  is the spacing 

between working probes and Ig (A) is the galvanostatic current applied by the current source, 

S (cm2) is defined as the cross-section area of fiber and Vd (V) is the direct voltage calculated 

by the digital multimeter.



Figure S5. Cyclic voltammograms of a bare CNT fiber, 5 min MnO2 deposited CNT fiber and 

stainless steel wire at a specific scan rate of 20 mV/s.

Figure S6. Specific capacitances of MnO2 deposited CNT fibers with different deposition 

times ranging from 10 s to 60 min at a scan rate of 20 mV/s. 



The specific capacitance of a single electrode in the three-electrode system was 

calculated by using the CV curves as the following equation:
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where Q is the total voltammetric charge obtained by integrating the positive and negative 

sweeps (I(V) is the current) of a CV curve, v is the scan rate, and  = (V+ - V-) represents the ∆𝑉

scanned potential window used in the three-electrode cell in this study. The specific 

capacitance of a solid state supercapacitor was calculated from a galvanostatic charge-

discharge curves using:

𝐶 =
2𝐼∆𝑡
𝑚∆𝑉

where  is the discharge time, I is the current applied on one electrode, m is the mass of one ∆𝑡

electrode in the symmetric supercapacitor,   is the potential window of the discharging ∆𝑉

process. The energy density (E) and power density (P) of the device could be calculated by 

the following equations:
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where C is the specific capacitance of the device,  is the potential window, t is the ∆𝑉

discharge time.



Figure S7. Cyclic retentions of MnO2 deposited CNT fiber-based supercapacitors with a 

deposition time of 3 min and 10 min. 

In order to prevent the absorption of moisture in the room, the PVA-LiCl covered 

supercapacitor was sealed with parafilm when the cyclic retention experiment was taking 

place.

Figure S8. Cyclic voltammograms of the supercapacitor with different bending angles from 

0° to 180° at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. 


